
Product Description

Tek Wash is a versatile and cost effective water-based degreaser, ideal for removing oil, grease, tar, salts, insects, dirt and grime
from dirty surfaces. Unlike other cleaners and degreasers, it has no flash point and is free of hazardous air pollutants, which helps
keep your maintenance crews safe while still cleaning better than the leading competition. With no HAPs, this cleaner is
biodegradable and requires no special application or no disposal procedures. Its easy-to-use formulation requires little dwell time
and less manual surface scrubbing, saving significant time and money.

Core Benefits.

Cleans and degreases with ease. Very powerfull multipurpose cleaner and degreaser. Can be diluted to use in many ways –
engines, under bonnet, traffic film, bugs debris, fabrics, plastics, wheel cleaning, floors, worktops, Supplied in economical
concentrated form. Powerful formulation cuts through grease and grime Can be used as a foam if used with a suitable foam
generator. Safe for rubber, plastic, fabric, glass, paintwork, vinyl. Highly effective on grease, oil, soot, brake dust. Softens baked on
dirt and grease. Biodegradable. 
Directions for use.

Dilute product appropriately, see below.

Spray on paying particular attention to stubborn areas and allow time to soak and clean. Agitate if possible. Wipe off with a clean
towel. Can be used as a foam cleaner with suitable foam generation equipment.

Normal cleaning mix 5% TekWash Concentrate in water.

Heavy duty cleaning mix 10% TekWash Concentrate in water.

Part number:

FA-FTW-IBC – 1,000 Lt IBC

Other quantities available…

FA-FTW- 5LTR

FA-FTW- 20LTR

HS code: 3402909000

Commodity Code:  3402909000

Product Description.

Tek Wash IBC (1,000 Litres)
Technical Datasheet



Tek Wash is a water-based degreaser. Versatile and cost effective cleaner, ideal for removing oil, grease, tar, salts,insects, dirt and
grime from dirty surfaces. Unlike other cleaners and degreasers, it has no flash point and is free of hazardous air pollutants, which
helps keep your maintenance crews safe while still cleaning better than the leading competition. With no HAPs, this cleaner is
biodegradable and requires no special application or no disposal procedures. Its easy-to-use formulation requires little dwell time
and less manual surface scrubbing, savingsignificant time and money.

Core Benefits.
• Cleans and degreases with ease
• Supplied in economical concentrated form.
• Can be used as a foam if used with a suitable foam generator.
• Bio degradable

Directions for use.
Dilute product appropriately, see below.
Spray on paying particular attention to stubborn areas and allow time to soak and clean. Agitate if possible.
Wipe off with a clean towel. Can be used as a foam cleaner with suitable foam generation equipment.
Normal cleaning mix 5% in water.
Heavy duty cleaning mix 10% in water

Safety & storage.
Full guidance on the handling and disposal of this product is provided in a separate Safety Data Sheet (SDS). Only for professional
users/specialists. Store in original closed containers away from extremes of temperature.
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